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Attachments:
Dear Bro. Rudy & Sis. Erin,
On 04 APRIL 2019, a prison guard said, "What's he (Warden NAGY) doing in
my chow hall?" I said, "Do you want me to get rid of him". I got 1.5-feet from
NAGY's face, looked deep into his eyes and said, "You denied me court access by
accessing my tablet with your Wi-Fi and deleting my legal files". He then quickly
exited the chow hall. The officer smiled. I always hold to the Godly base from
which I came and FEAR NOT. JOHN 14:27, 16:33. That is what The Beast
incarnate hates which in this case was the EMPTY SOUL of NOAH NAGY
((517) 278-6201).
On 23 AUGUST 2019, Warden NOAH NAGY ((517) 278-6201) and Asst.
Deputy Warden ROBERT AULT ((517) 278-6204), like true Bolshevik predators,
decided to take all carry bags that are part of our Rollator Walkers. As a result, the
handicapped of Lakeland Correctional Facility have (had for me) to carry things
in one hand and can only use one hand on our Rollator-Walkers. This made the
Walkers unstable by changing the center of gravity from the center of the Walker
to the side on which the handlebars are held. It's like riding a bicycle or
motorcycle with only one hand on the handlebars while leaning heavily on that
side. My Walker tipped and I fell many times as I carried things and had to turn
right or when the Walker hit a bump.
On 25 AUGUST 2019, Assistant Deputy Warden ROBERT AULT ((517) 2786204) sent me a sarcastic response after I wrote him about medical problems with
carrying things and prisoners' Walker tipping over. He said, "See the librarian
about your legal issues" when the librarian had nothing to do with the Walker bag.
On 28 AUGUST 2019, MDOC again TRANSFERRED me in RETALIATION
for asserting my RIGHTS under the Americans with Disabilities Act. "Ha! Ha!"
to The Beast and his minions who cannot intimidate nor reeducate me into their
evil ways with coercion.
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PTL! I look at this place as another field for spreading The Word and using Bible
tracts sent by friends at which I've been prolific for years. The first thing I heard
upon entering Chippewa Correctional Facility was the KERYX Christian group
SINGING PRAISES at their Thursday meeting which has been going on since at
least MARCH 1989 when I went through a weekend at Kinross Correctional
Facility. It was an uplifting moment to know my old friends were still hard at
work in keeping and spreading The Gospel.
Wow! Thanks for the beautiful card and Bible tracts. I live a simple lifestyle
without most of the complications of modern life. I was raised Mennonite which
was largely without the influences of TV and commercial media. I never saw a
TV until 13-years old and lived mostly in an agricultural setting for which I'm
very thankful. Most of today's children do not know what they are missing; reality
with life and God. Therefore, real things based on the Lord and real relationships
mean a lot to me, like the message of your card and your friendship.
Previously at this place: Nurse Practitioner SUSAN P. WILSON scarred my lungs
and heart in APRIL 2008 by refusing to treat STREP PNEUMONIA. I told her in
the morning of 08 APRIL 2008, "I have STREP THROAT. I've had it so many
times that I know how it feels and tastes". She said, "It's nothing". That evening
and for days thereafter, she refused to treat me when I had a 103.6° fever. It
turned into Walking Pneumonia for which she never gave me antibiotics until 20
JUNE 2008. Today, I wrote Warden CONNIE HORTON, Deputy Warden MIKE
NOY and Assistant Deputy Warden DAVID LaLONDE, "Please see that I am
NOT under care of Susan P. Wilson who attempted to murder me in APRIL 2008
by not treating me for STREP Pneumonia that scarred my lungs and heart". We'll
see what happens.
My new address is:
4269 West M-80
Kincheloe, Mich 49784
They're phone is: (906) 495-2275.
Please share this with C.
May God Bless Y'all!!! All for Jesus... Brother Gary
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